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ABSTRACT
Thomson, Rayleigh, Mie, and Raman scattering are commonly used in several
disciplines in science and engineering. The techniques involve the scattering of
electromagnetic radiation or particles in a sample. This paper provides a brief
history for each scattering method, describes the traditional laboratory
approach for implementation, and discusses current uses and variations of
these four techniques.
Keywords: scattering, Thomson, Rayleigh, Mie, Raman, physics
INTRODUCTION
Scattering is a process in which electromagnetic waves or particles deviate from a
straight line due to interference or collision within a medium. For electromagnetic
radiation, modification of reflected light from the angle calculated by the law of reflection
is included in the definition of scattering (Khanna 2012). For particle-particle collisions,
scattering includes collisions between atoms, molecules, electrons, and other particles.
Examples include electrons scattered in fluorescent lamps (Bohren and Huffman 2007),
certain collisions inside particle accelerators (Bingham and Mandonca 2004), and cosmic
rays scattered in Earth’s upper atmosphere (Usoskin et al. 2010).
The resulting scattering can be classified into two types: coherent and incoherent.
Coherent scattering occurs when particles scatter off multiple objects, and the resulting
phase amplitudes add coherently, i.e., all particles act as one in the medium. In contrast,
incoherent scattering is when the particles in a medium act independently of one another.
For example, when photons undergo coherent scattering from an object, the energy of the
scattered photons is typically unidirectional (Prum et al. 2005). For incoherent scattering,
the total radiation from the scattering appears to be omnidirectional and tends to be much
weaker in amplitude.
There are four common types of scattering techniques:
1. Rayleigh scattering is produced when light is scattered by particles in a
medium, without a change in wavelength.
2. Thomson scattering is produced when a charged particle elastically scatters a
photon.
3. Mie scattering is a form of scattering of spherical particles based on the Mie
solution to Maxwell’s equations (Bindsley 1992).
4. Raman scattering is produced when a molecule, excited to higher energy levels,
inelastically scatters a photon.
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In the following sections of this paper, we describe each of these four techniques,
and how they are commonly used today in science and engineering. We also provide a
brief history of each technique to allow the reader to better understand the motivation
behind the development of each scattering process.
RAYLEIGH SCATTERING
Rayleigh scattering was named after John William Strutt, also known as Lord
Rayleigh, who earned a Nobel prize in 1904 for discovering argon and is credited with the
discovery of Rayleigh acoustic waves (Lindsay 1970). His technique involves scattering of
photons by dielectric particles considerably smaller than the wavelength of the incident
radiation, with the criteria that 𝛼 << 1 and |𝑀|𝛼 << 1, where α is the dimensionless size
parameter, given by
𝛼=

2𝜋𝑟
𝜆

.

(1)

Here M is a constant, r is the spherical radius of the particle, and λ is the relative scattering
wavelength. For α >> 1, particles much larger than the wavelength of the light are being
scattered. This is referred to as geometric scattering. The wavelength of the incident and
scattered light remains constant throughout the scattering process (Santra 2017).
One example of Rayleigh scattering is the appearance of our blue sky (Strutt 1870).
Blue light is scattered at larger angles than red light. At sunrise or sunset, the path length
for sunlight is significantly increased, which causes the light to appear redder than it
actually is. On the other hand, during the daytime blue light is typically scattered multiple
times before it is observed. The effect of this scattering is that the blue light appears to
come from random directions, which is why the sky appears to be blue.
As shown in Figure 1, the laboratory version of this technique involves sending a
laser or other electromagnetic source into a sample. Part of the incident light is scattered
off the sample and measured by a detector (the black beam in the figure). The signal
produced from the scattering, referred to as the feedback, can then be used to measure
Sample
Laser

Detector System
Figure 1. Schematic of a simple Rayleigh scattering experiment. The green solid line represents
the incident light and the red dashed line represents the transmitted laser light. The black solid
line is the scattered part of the beam that is used for measurements of the sample under
investigation by the detector system. Computer image courtesy of http://www.publicdomainfiles
.com/show_file.php?id=13938399629439.
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specific properties of the sample depending on the angle of the scattered beam and the
line shape of the scattered signal.
Rayleigh scattering has two key limitations: (1) it is not species selective as atoms,
molecules, and particles scatter at the same wavelength and (2) stray light and surfaces
can interfere with the Rayleigh signal. Due to these problems, a corrective measure was
developed in the late 1980s and early 1990s known as filtered Rayleigh scattering (FRS)
(Forkey 1996). This method has a few conditions (a) that the major species concentrations
must be known, as the Rayleigh scattering cross sections differ by species, and (b) proper
modeling of the line shape must be employed, especially when at high pressure or with
more complicated molecular structures. These conditions allow for Rayleigh scattering to
be used in more complex environments and even in a contaminated system.
Rayleigh scattering is typically used nowadays for the characterization of
nanoparticles. Nanoparticles are objects that range in diameters from 1 to 100 nm and are
most commonly produced in industry by a wet chemical deposition process known as solgel (Hench and West 1970). When FRS is used on a solution of nanoparticles, it produces
different scattering patterns from the different electron configurations found within each
type of molecule and atom that make up the nanoparticles. This allows for researchers to
differentiate between the different types of nanoparticles in a composite mixture (Miles
et al. 2001). Since nanoparticles are also found in the exhaust from fabrication plants, and
the method can be implemented over long distance, FRS can be used to monitor the
emission from smoke stacks and exhaust tubes from these facilities (Inaba and Kobyasi
1972; Kobayashi 2012). This technique allows local environmental agencies to monitor
the emissions from these stacks to determine what type of atmospheric pollutants are
present.
A common variation on this technique is hyper-Rayleigh scattering (HRS). HRS is
very similar to other Rayleigh scattering approaches. However, one significant difference
is that it induces a second harmonic within the sample being studied, which allows for
measurement of the first-order optical hyperpolarizability parameter for organic
materials, such as salts, proteins, and octupoles (Stadler et al. 1996; Noordman and van
Hulst 1996). Another difference is that HRS looks primarily at the light scattered at 90˚,
relative to the incoming wave (Hendrickx et al. 1998), compared to traditional Rayleigh
scattering, which looks at light scattered at all angles. In a recent experiment, HRS was
used to detect single base-pair mismatches in DNA (Ray 2006; Ray et al. 2009). The
experiment used a Q-switch Nd: YAG laser as the light source to incite a second harmonic
at 1300 nm. The results showed that HRS is sensitive enough to detect the mismatch
without modification to the DNA structure or strands. This indicates that this technique
has the sensitivity required to potentially detect pathogens within the human blood
stream.
THOMSON SCATTERING
Thomson scattering was named after J. J. Thomson, who first proposed its
existence in 1907, and is based on his Nobel prize winning work on the discovery of the
mass of the electron (Warner and Hieftje 2002). The method measures the feedback
radiated off excited atoms and electrons after interactions with a propagating
electromagnetic wave. Ions are typically ignored due to their weak feedback radiation.
This method was initially purely theoretical because the technology was not available to
perform necessary experiments at the time of Thomson’s theory. The first scattering
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signal was detected when a powerful radar pulse produced electron scattering in the
Earth’s ionosphere in 1969 (Evans 1969), nearly 50 years after Thomson first theorized
the technique. When laser technology became more readily available in the 1970s,
Thomson scattering in the laboratory became possible and led to the modern version that
is used today.
Thomson scattering is defined by two key factors: (1) the Debye length λD and (2)
the differential wave scattering vector σ. The Debye length is a measure of a charge
carrier’s net electromagnetic effect and how far it persists before quasi-equilibrium is
reproduced. The scattering wave vector is the resultant of the radiation of the particles in
the medium and is given by
𝜎 = 1⁄𝑘𝜆𝐷

(2)

where k is the wave number (Glenzer et al. 1999). This equation gives us the ranges for
incoherent and coherent scattering if
< 0. 1
there is incoherent scattering.
𝜎 = { 0.1 ≤ 𝜎 ≤ 1.5 there is coherent scattering.
> 1.5
there is incoherent scattering.
An issue with this method is that Thomson scattering needs to be calibrated
(LeBlanc 2008). This calibration is done by way of Rayleigh scattering, which is
performed under similar means of a laser inducing radiation spectrum, i.e., the set-up for
Thomson scattering is very similar to that of Rayleigh scattering as shown in Figure 1. The
use of the laser for Thomson scattering does not require a total power measurement as
Rayleigh does, but instead uses a relative measurement allowing for the scattering to be
normalized to the laser signal. As such, there have been experiments where the two
techniques have been combined to provide more accuracy when measuring specific
parameters within the experimental system (van de Sanden et al. 1992; van der Meiden
et al. 2012).
Modern uses of Thomson scattering involve incoherent scattering for temperature
and density measurements in electron cyclotron resonance plasmas (ECR) (Bowden et al.
1993). ECRs use permanent magnets or solenoids to generate very strong magnetic fields,
which cause the free electrons in a gas to rotate with the same frequency. A microwave
source is used in conjunction to the magnets and, once the microwave frequency matches
the electron rotation frequency, a plasma will be generated in the device. Testing of ECR
high electron density plasmas has led to breakthroughs in nuclear research that were
previously impossible in normal plasmas since most plasmas tend to have a low electron
density or a high neutral species density. Thomson scattering is employed to monitor the
temperature and electron density in the system during any experiment (Sakoda et al.
1991; Beck et al. 2001).
Another use of this type of incoherent scattering techniques is for measurements
of Earth’s ionosphere. The ionosphere is the layer between 80 and 1000 km above the
surface, which contains a large population of ions and electrons. As with ECRs, the
technique is used to measure species density, changes in the temperature, and high
frequency wave pumping in the ionosphere (Beynon and Williams 1978; Thidé and
Lundborg 1986). Most notably these variations occur within the auroras, also known as
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the northern and southern lights (Kofman 1992). A more recent use of Thomson
scattering is in measuring plasma parameters in manufacturing processing plasmas.
Despite the widespread use of processing plasmas (Williams 1997; Boulos 2001;
d’Agostino et al. 2005), only recently have comprehensive studies been made into these
systems. Thomson scattering is a very common technique since it is in situ and
noninvasive, thereby providing decent measurements of the electron temperature, gas
temperature, electron density, and neutral gas density (Huang and Hieftje 1982; Mosian
et al. 1994; Crintea et al. 2009; Muraoka and Kono 2011).
MIE SCATTERING
In 1908, Gustav Mie, using Maxwell’s electromagnetic equations, derived a theory
for plasmon resonance absorption for colloid nanoparticles (Bindsley 1992). His theory
explained the sharp, particles-size dependent, absorption bands obtained in experiments
on gold nanoparticles. He also explained the change in observed wavelength when the
size of the colloids was increased from 20 to 1600 nm (Lilienfeld 1991). Mie used a set-up
like that of Rayleigh scattering, except he looked at the light scattered off the sample,
absorbed by the sample, and the incident radiation reflected back (with α ~ 1). This means
that Mie’s theory could be used to describe Rayleigh scattering, which only looks at the
light scattered off the sample.
Mie scattering has previously been used in the biological sciences for studying
cytoplasm of living cells (Uličny 1992), casein micelles in milk and other liquid media
(Frisvad, et al. 2007), and the orientation of cells in a monoculture cell suspension (Kreid
et al. 1973). However, it is most often used for flow visualization in high speed gas flows
for qualitative measurements. This is primarily due to its easy implementation, requiring
a set-up like Rayleigh, but with the addition of a particulate seed in the gas. The
particulate in the gas is known as a tracer and allows for the flow visualization to occur
giving valuable data on the flow’s structure. This visualization is common in laboratories
that work with combustibles and engine development since it allows the flow of different
gaseous emissions to be observed leading to improvements in exhaust control (Wendland
1991; Zughyer et al. 2000; Fang et al. 2008). However, one problem with Mie scattering
is finding particulate tracers when seeding is necessary. Many tracers that provide a
strong signal are highly toxic, such as iodine and nitric oxide (Butler and Williams 1993).
The increased danger makes the technique less appealing for university research.
Although a qualitative approach is simple, a quantitative approach to Mie
scattering is more difficult and requires improvements in observational equipment. A
photomultiplier tube (PMT) is often employed to observe species concentration and
concentration fluctuations in turbulent mixes (Long et al. 1981). The PMT is a
photoemissive device that amplifies an electronic signal produced by a photocathode
exposed to a photon flux. PMTs are used to analyze a single point in the flow-field, which
is the area that is occupied by both the flow and its area of influence. This single-point
observation technique led to the development of planar Mie scattering (PMS), which uses
a two-dimensional array that collects data from illuminated planes in a flow-field, and
this allows for concentration field mapping two-dimensional flows (Clemens and Mungal
1991). To perform PMS, a researcher introduces a tracer particulate into the flow and
illuminates it with a sheet of light. This creates a bright plane that can be recorded by a
CCD camera. The measured light intensity at each pixel on the camera is proportional to
the concentration of implanted particles in the flow-field. Thus, PMS gives a two-
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dimensional visualization of the flow. This technique is in common use today for studying
flow velocimetry with various tracer gases (Lozano et al. 1992; Adrian 2005).
RAMAN SCATTERING
In 1923, Adolf Smekal theorized that photons could be inelastically scattered by
molecules that had been excited to higher vibrational or rotational energy levels (Strube
1994). These photons have an energy (Es) less than the incident ones (Ei). The energy
difference is determined by the difference in the vibrational transition energies
(∆ = 𝐸𝑣𝑖 − 𝐸𝑣𝑠 ). This decrease in energy produces a wavelength shift of the scattered light
away from the incident wavelength that is dependent on the species present in the gas.
Although Smekal first derived the theory, it was C. V. Raman in 1928 who performed the
first experiments to verify the theory, and it is from Raman that this scattering technique
gets its name.
Raman scattering can be used in situations when molecules have no net dipole
moment. This means molecules, when scattered by a photon, will not produce a clean
rotational spectrum (Marques 1998). This means that the technique can provide
information about molecules that do not have a net polarity. These molecules have a
neutral polarity, which helps prevent natural interference in the detected signals, i.e., it
depends upon the polarizability of the molecules being studied. The process of Raman
scattering provides information about the moment of inertia for the molecule being
studied, as well as the molecular structure.
Raman scattering is advantageous in several aspects since (1) it does not require
an adjustable laser, just one with a high average power output, (2) several species can be
measured simultaneously, and (3) the signal does not suffer from saturation effects as
with other scattering techniques. These saturation effects can affect data measurements
by interfering with the optical receivers of a spectrometer. Given these advantages over
other types of scattering, Raman scattering has shown to be very useful in experimental
measurements. In particular, Raman scattering when combined with Thomson and
Rayleigh, can provide more detailed measurements of plasma parameters in tokamaks
and other nonlinear plasma devices (LeBlanc 2008; Carbone and Nijdam 2015).
Precise Raman scattering measurements are commonly obtained in a laboratory
setting when measuring temperatures and major component concentrations of a jet flow
(Oschwald and Schik 1999; Cabra et al. 2002). In these experiments, scattering
measurements of both rotational and vibrational energies of the molecular species are
obtained. The rotational Raman has roughly 10 times the energy of vibrational Raman
and can aid in the analysis of multiple species. However, in these experiments several
problems have arisen:
1. Both Mie and Rayleigh scattering naturally occur in any Raman scattering
experiment. The problem is distinguishing between reactions of Raman, Mie,
and Rayleigh scattering signals in the data.
2. Precise quantized measurements are extremely sensitive to stray light and
outside pollutants.
3. Raman scattering has an extremely weak signal, about 1000 times weaker than
Rayleigh scattering (Marques 1998). This weak signal requires a high output
source or an extended averaging time causing it to be highly inefficient.
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A common variation of Raman scattering is a technique called Raman excitation
plus laser induced fluorescence (RELIEF) (Miles et al. 1989; Miles et al. 2000). The
implementation of this technique involves tagging a specified molecule through
vibrational excitation and then imaging the tagged molecules after a short time using
LIEF. One common usage of this techniques is to simultaneously measure the velocity
profiles from a gaseous jet and the density cross section, where the cross section is defined
as the difference in density in the area between the particles. RELIEF scattering has the
ability not to perturb the flow, and it yields concentration data at all points on the plane
(Estruch et al. 2009; Michael et al. 2011).
RELIEF scattering works well in environments where seeding a system is either
not possible or unreliable, such as inside a hypersonic jet. This technique also can be used
when large scale measurements of a system are necessary, since the density profile can be
determined across a large flow area. One problem with RELIEF is that data reduction is
required, which entails correcting the intensity variation across the results to eliminate
background noise (Brooker et al. 1988). This requires either an extremely controlled
environment or time and resources to clean and screen the data for errors.
Another variation of the method is surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS).
This technique involves attaching nanometer sized silver or gold particles to the surface
of a sample, and combining them with laser spectroscopy techniques, to produce an
enhancement of the Raman scattering signal by a factor of 14–15 (Kneipp 2002; Otto et
al. 1992; Xu and Yeung 1997). This enhanced version of the technique allows for the
conduction of enzyme immunoassays (Dou et al. 1997), studies of the intercellular
distribution of drugs in living cells (Nabiev et al. 1991; Morjani et al. 1993), detection of
different neurotransmitters in an aqueous solution (Schulze 1994), and in-depth studies
of single molecules that were previously difficult to study, such as the oxygen transport
protein hemoglobin (Xu et al. 1999). In a recent study by Fazio et al. (2016), SERS was
used to detect phenylalanine, bovine serum albumin, and lysozyme. The technique
increased the sensitivity by 105, compared to the traditional Raman scattering method.
The results indicate that this technique can be used to detect pathology biomarkers in
liquid environments when nanoparticles are injected into living cells.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Thomson, Mie, Rayleigh, and Raman scattering techniques are very similar but
there are key differences:
1. Rayleigh scattering is produced when light is elastically scattered by particles
in a medium, without a change in wavelength. The particles’ diameters must be
significantly less than the wavelength of the incident light.
2. Mie scattering is produced when light is elastically scattered by particles in a
medium, where the wavelength can change. The particles’ diameter is
significantly larger than the wavelength of the incident light.
3. Thomson scattering is the elastic scattering of photons by charged particles.
4. Raman scattering is the inelastic scattering of photons by excited molecules.
As discussed in this paper, they all stem from historic experiments and now serve a
multitude of functions in modern research and production. The scattering techniques are
still being further developed by laboratories and industry for increased efficiency as well
as application to new media and environments.
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